
Oil

Oil prices edged up on Monday in thin trading with the Memorial Day holiday in the U.S. as rising concerns over demand recovery offset 
supply cuts. The Brent front month closed at 35,53 USD/bbl up 40 cent on the day, but it is down around 45% so far this year. Prices are 
finding support from global supply cuts with OPEC+, now nearly a month into a deal to voluntarily withhold 9,7 million barrel per day of 
production. OPEC+ countries are set to meet again in early June to discuss maintaining their supply cuts to shore up prices. We expect 
the oil market to trade up today.

Gas

With regard to the most recent sell-off an upwards correction was more or less expected. The first step might have manifested yester-
day as the whole price curve shifted higher, although thin liquidity due to a banking holiday should have played a significant role as well. 
The biggest gains were seen at the front end of the curve.With the fundamental situation of solid supplies meeting muted demand being 
unchanged, today’s return of liquidity has to show whether this move can be sustained or not. Upon opening today nearby prices seem 
to favour follwoing weak fundamentals.

Coal

Market participants have been largely absent yesterday due to the banking holidiay, which left the Jun-20 contract the only one traded 
at all on the ICE exchange. The small change of the traded price of 41,50 USD/t  relative to Friday’s close of 41,55 USD/t singifies con-
flicting drivers the market is facing at the moment. While recovering oils prices support, muted demand and competing gas prices limit 
to the upside. The market could face some upside today on technical trading, the probability is uncertian though.

Carbon

The  Dec ‘20 contract managed to book some gains yesterday, while also here volume were limited due to U.S. and UK banking holidays. 
It seems the market is now near a resistance level.  A break through this level demands either fundamental support or better sentiment 
from the other markets. However, we assume that EUA market continues to stay rangebound between 21-22 EUR/ton today and there 
might be some support from the direction of the equity markets, though the recommencement of EUA auctions today might provide a 
signal as well.

Hydro

Weather forecasts this morning more or less reflect yesterday’s results as a high over the UK impacts southern parts of Scandinavia at 
the moment before moving north east by the weekend. This leads to rather dry conditions this week. Overall precipitation levels within 
the next 10 days seem rather similar to previous model runs. These include a certain probability for more unsettled weather with wetter 
conditions towards the end of the 10-day period.

Germany

Yesterday’s gains in fuels and emissions prices showed supportive for longer dated contracts in the German power market. The Q3-20 
contract managed to gain around 0,55 EUR/MWh to close at 29,35 EUR/MWh. With gains of 1,05 EUR/MWh the Cal-21 contract set its 
closing level at 37,95 EUR/MWh on the EEX. Nearby prices though didn’t seem as strong as overall rather weak spot levels cap gains 
here. The impulse of fuels gains seem to weaken a bit today, but a break higher in emissions could easily change the situation and see 
power prices gain.

Equities
The global indices ended green yesterday. It appears that investors are more interested about economic prospects after opening of 
economies than trade war issues. We assume that situation is extreme fragile but we expect small increases in equity valuation for most 
of the markets. It seems that current and possible new stimulus efforts are working in this regard.

Conclusion

The Nordic power market started yesterday’s session with gains along the whole forward price curve as drier forecasts, firmer fuels 
and emissions supported this move. The Q3-20 and YR-21 maintained this strenght into the clos and ended the day at 9,20 EUR/MWh 
and 22,65 EUR/MWh respectively. The Jun-20 contract thoug after hitting 5,65 EUR/MWh collapsed as a surprisingly low spot auction 
price forced a turn-around into the lcosing at 4,50 EUR/MWh.As for related markets, the Nordic power market appears undecided this 
morning, we expect emissions to provide stong impact on the price direction of the energy complex today.
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24-maj -3,33 -2,21 4,52 4,52 5,82 2,27 2,62 June 20,00 21,50 12,65 12,75 18,63 3,37 4,50 June 36,29 16,58 51,48

25-maj 17,72 18,35 16,89 16,89 27,58 4,92 8,84 Q3-20 28,45 28,35 20,33 22,70 31,00 7,52 9,20 Q3-20 37,27 18,50 0,00

26-maj 30,39 35,56 20,29 32,50 32,48 1,54 4,94 2021 31,28 32,48 24,40 26,55 31,48 22,65 22,65 2021 40,07 33,31 0,00


